
Reading Review (Locating Information) !
Grade 11 English!
Questions 14-19!!
Reading Passage 2 has six paragraphs A-F.!!
Which paragraph mentions the following?!!
Write the correct letter A-F, in boxes 14-19 on your answer sheet. NB you may use any letter more 
than once!!
14. the need for individuals to understand what really matters to them. !
15. tension resulting from a wide variety!
16. the hope of success as a means of overcoming !
17. people who call themselves specialists!
18. human beings’ capacity for coping with change!
19. doing things which are interesting in themselves!!
Answers!!

!
Questions 20 and 21!!
Choose Two letters in boxes 20 and 21 on your answer sheet. !!
Which Two of the following people argue against aiming for constant happiness? !!
A. Martin Seligman!
B. Eric Wilson!
C. Sonja Lyubomirsky!
D. Russ Harris !
E. Barry Schwartz!!
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Reading Review (Locating Information) !
Grade 11 English!
Questions 22 and 23 !!
Choose Two letters, A-E!!
Write the correct letters in boxes 22 and 23 on your answer sheet. !!
Which Two of the following beliefs are identified as mistaken in the text?!!
A. Inherited wealth bring less happiness than earned wealth. !
B. Social status affects our perception of how happy we are. !
C. An optimistic outlook ensures success. !
D. Unhappiness can and should be avoided. !
E. Extremes of emotion are normal in the young. !!

!
Questions 24-26!!
Complete the sentences below. !!
Choose No more than one word from the passage for each answer. !!
Write your answers in boxes 24-26 on your answer sheet. !!
24. In order to have a complete understanding of how people’s minds work, Martin Seligman 
suggested that research should examine our most positive _____________ as closely as t does 
our psychological problems. !!
25. Soon after arriving at a ___________________ in their lives, people become accustomed to 
what they have achieved and have a sense that they are lacking something. !!
26. People who are _____________ by nature are more likely to succeed if they make thorough 
preparation for a presentation !!
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